CALL FOR PAPERS
16th International Scientific Conference
“INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION:
principles, mechanisms, efficiency”
National Technical University of Ukraine
“Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute”
Faculty of management and marketing
Department of international economics
March 12-13, 2020, Kyiv, Ukraine

Purpose: discussion of actual problems and methods of organization for effective international scientific and technical cooperation

CONFERENCE TRACKS
> Engineering and economic provision for sustainable development of the country and the world: theory, methodology, practice
> The role of the state in the development of international scientific and technical cooperation
> National Innovation Systems and Industry-4.0: Problems of Formation and Efficiency
> Scientific and technical cooperation as a factor of increasing the competitiveness of Ukraine’s industry
> Status and trends of development of financial instruments of international scientific and technical cooperation

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman of the Program Committee
Gerasymchuk V.H., D.Sc., Prof., Prof of the Department of International Economics of Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute
Chairman of the Organizing Committee
Sydorenko S.I., D.Sc., Prof., Vice-rector on international relations at Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, Corresponding Member of NAS of Ukraine, Head of the Department of Physics of Metals.
Co-Chairman of the Program & Organizing Committees
Gavrysh O.A., D.Sc., Prof., Dean of the Faculty of Management and Marketing of Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute
Co-Chairman of the Organizing Committee
Voitko S.V., D.Sc., Prof., Head of the Department of International Economics

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Authors are invited to submit an extended abstract of 3 pages in Ukrainian or English on A4 paper sheet with 20 mm margins and text formatting using Arial font 10 pt and 1.1 line spacing. A sample abstract design is available at http://ied.kpi.ua. References to the origin sources (up to 4 names) in accordance with the requirements of DSTU 8302:2015.

The Organizing Committee conducts a plagiarism review, reviews and reserves the right to select abstracts. In the application for participation at the conference, please indicate the last name, first name, patronymic, place of work and position, the need for the hotel, dates of arrival and departure.

Materials for the conference send to istc@ukr.net until February 17, 2020. For presentations at the conference, it is recommended to prepare presentation material (10–20 MS Power Point slides). The speaking program at the conference will be formed by the organizing committee. The best reports in the form of full articles of the authors be recommended by program committee for the publication in scientific journal “Economic Bulletin of NTUU” KPI”.

ALL DETAILS ARE AVAILABLE AT
http://ied.kpi.ua/
istc@ukr.net